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At Home with...

Ian and Louise Simpson
(now Carpenter)

By: Grant Brereton Studio Photos: Joshua KittleFEATURE

 Louise and her father
Ian with one of their
black 'Aussie' bantams
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t had been one of those journeys
where it took nearly 4 hours due
to every diversion in sight, and
my phone started ringing when

nearby, so I pulled up on the side of
the road and put the hazards on. The
call wasn’t the one I was hoping
would be delayed a day or so - no,
the wife wasn’t going into labour!!
But it was the wife, saying that the
gas bottles had arrived and ‘did I
want the delivery driver to connect
them?’ Just then a pleasant looking
lady was trying to attract my attention
and approached the car window: ‘Are
you Grant? I’m Louise’s mum!’ It then
dawned on me that I was right
outside their house, and Louise’s mum
(Margaret) coming out to greet me
was just a measure of the family. I
was certainly ready for that cup of
tea!

As we sat in Louise’s rather nice
kitchen, I recall saying that ‘the visit’
had been in the pipeline rather a long

time. I reminded Ian that when I had
suggested it previously, they asked if I
minded waiting just a bit longer while
they completed their barn. I don’t
think I quite realised that it wasn’t a
house they were on about - but an
actual poultry barn!! Ian laughed as
he recalled that it must have been 10
years since we’d had that
conversation. Having known both Ian
and Louise nearly 20 years, and
witnessing their countless show wins,
I knew that I was in for a treat; I was
in the presence of 2 very serious but
pleasant breeders.

One thing you
quickly realise about
the Simpsons is they
have a love for Black
livestock. Ian and
Margaret have been
breeding Dexter
cattle for around 10
years, which are
housed in on-site

barns during the winter months (part
of the old farm).

When it came to exploring the poultry
barn, which was a small walk across
the yard, I couldn’t wait. In it were
housed some large Black Aussies in
their breeding pens, as well as some
banty males in spare pens. There were
Rosecombs about the place too
(Black, of course) which I only learnt
of at the Fed. These are Louise’s and
she is breeding them with the helpful
guidance of good pals Graham and
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Stephen Hodge. I think we can all
agree that she’s in good hands!

There was also the odd pen of Black
D’Anvers bantams, belonging to Ian’s

grandson and Louise’s nephew, which
originated from Paco, and have been
another source of interest for the last
couple of years.

Above each 10’ by 4’ pen (of which
there are 24 in total), are neatly kitted
out cockerel boxes which also double
as pen-training quarters and chick-
rearing units. And, to top it off, each

of these lower pens has
access to its individual
good-sized grassy
paddock. 

In the centre of the
poultry barn is an
enclosed drying room
with its own radiator and
thermometer on the door.
This would make any
fancier’s heart dance. I
recall thinking ‘what I
could do with that!’ I
think Ian and Louise knew
I was impressed! Opposite
this room was another
similar such door, which I
jokingly asked, ‘Is this the
canteen?’ But I was
wrong. The room was in
fact for incubation and
hatching, and housed a
large Curfew cabinet
incubator and a smaller
MS machine. 

I

Ian and Louise Simpson (now Carpenter) have been breeding and showing poultry since 1988. Ian got his first
poultry that year and Louise followed suit at age 8. They have had many breeds over the years, including large
Brown Leghorns, and large Buff and Black Orpingtons which they started out with; obtaining a trio of each from
the late Pete Wilkins. They have also kept hard-feather varieties, rare breeds, true bantams and some waterfowl
breeds. They have been the Australorp Breed Club secretaries for 15 years and Louise has been on Poultry Club
Council for just over 2 years, recently upgrading to role of Chair.  Ian is a Panel A judge and Louise is Panel B. Ian
was drawn to the large Australorps almost immediately and won his first best in show in 1990 with a male and
has kept them ever since.

The Simpsons won Supreme Champion at
the Federation show back in 2009, and
were awarded Reserve Show Champion at
the National Show in 2013. They have
scooped many awards before and after
those great achievements. So far they
have managed numerous breed club
champions, best large fowl awards,
reserve champions, and many best in
shows at smaller regional events. The duo
have just won Best of Breed at both the
recent National and Federation shows
with a Black bantam female. They also
won Best Opposite size at the National
with a large Black male, and impressively
won ‘Best Overall Trio’ at the Fed with a
fine threesome of Black Bantams, making
2017 a great year for exhibiting.

On Sat 27 January, I was Notts-bound after an invitation to visit the Father-and-daughter duo was readily
accepted and greatly anticipated (sadly I forgot the famous ‘Fed stand fudge’ which I had promised)…

When you see a flock of
large Black Australorps

with their beetle-green sheen and
their red faces out on the grass,
it is clear to see why they are
such an attractive breed.”  - Ian

“
 1 Best Overall Trio at the Fed 2017 - Bantam   2 The impressive poultry barn built by Ian   3 Best of Breed at the National 2017  
 4 Best Opposite Size at the National 2017 - Large Male   5 Best of Breed at the Fed 2017 - Bantam pullet  
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But Margaret has since treated Ian (and
through good fortune, Louise) to 2
large Brinsea incubators, which are
2018’s toys. There was a clock situated
at the end of the barn - which I would
need if it was mine, because I would be
in there for hours on end and lose all
track of time!!

We had a good look through some of
their Aussies and I was able to hold and
assess a few banties. I was intrigued to
learn that there is still a degree of
genetic diversity in the Simpson stock,
and Ian pointed out the difference in
comb serrations between two quality
breeding males, citing that one would
be better for pullet combs. 

As you may expect, the Australorps are
still good layers and the order book is
always full. According to Louise, people
always want the large Blacks, but
particularly the females with their
hardiness and laying attributes. It’s not
hard to see why - they are truly
beautiful in the flesh with their
iridescent beetle-green sheen plumage
.. I’m not sure the flash on my camera
will do them justice!

Ian and Margaret’s house is the main
house, while Louise, her husband Dean

and their 2 children, Elsie and
William, live in a converted brick barn
where the poultry used to be. The site
is an old poultry farm, which was
previously owned by Ian’s father Ivan,
and there are many breeze block
barns where Ian and Margaret used
to keep their egg-laying hybrids to sell
eggs from. However, with the
upsurge of cheap supermarket eggs
in recent years, they decided to
diversify and now let out these units
to local businesses. Ian still sells eggs,
but he buys them in nowadays (and
there aren’t quite enough Aussies on
site to fulfil that need). 
Speaking of his love for the Aussies,
Ian said: “When you see a flock of
large black Australorps with their
beetle-green sheen and their red
faces out on the grass, it is clear to
see why they are such an attractive
breed.” Louise, talking of her younger
days added: “As a junior exhibitor I
have kept a variety of breeds but
whatever I have exhibited I have
always enjoyed attending each and
every show, surrounded by the noise
and excitement with the anticipation
of what the day may bring; sharing
that passion with other like-minded
individuals makes for a wonderful day
out.”

These days Louise’s role as PCGB Chair
involves her attending many meetings,
responding to members and other
correspondence and ensuring
appropriate governance of the charity
which certainly keeps her busy; on top
of running a household and working
full time. Fortunately, they have the
bonus of ‘on-site’ childcare and are
clearly a very loving and close family.
My kind of people!

And talking of family, anyone who
knows Ian will know that his son-in-
law is fellow poultry nut Philippe
Wilson, who is married to Louise’s
sister Emma. Philippe is also a PCGB
trustee, and I believe is very handy for
cleaning out pens. Well, you have to
stay in the good books somehow,
now don’t you!

After some lunch and another ‘brew’
it would shortly be time to hit the
road and let this family get on with
what was left of their Saturday (Ian
and Louise were judging at the
Northern the next day), but not before
we talked about all the
knowledgeable fanciers out there,
past and present, and the colossal
amount of experience they hold. Ian
and Louise have always looked up to
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Harry and Nancy Dennis, in their early
days as fanciers; in awe of how they
turned out their show team come rain
or shine. Also, the late, great Ian Kay
gave them much advice and shared
his expertise as a great breeder along
with his knowledge of all poultry. He
was Ian’s inspiration and fuelled his
aspiration to become a Panel A judge.
Alan Maskrey, of course, is the
stalwart highly regarded in the
Australorps by the duo. Louise is also
very much inspired by ‘lady in the
fancy,’ Nancie Hutchinson. Nowadays
their great friends the Hodges inspire
them along with many other fanciers,
such as Nobby Ward and Richard
Bett, dedicated to this hobby and
proving that you can breed and
exhibit award-winning teams through
passion and commitment. 

So, does Dean have an interest in
the poultry? About as much as my
wife, but Louise (Carpenter) and I
are lucky in that we have very
understanding partners! On the way
home it dawned on me just how
quickly the years are passing by. It
was so good to spend an afternoon
in the company of fellow poultry
fanciers who really get what it’s all
about. There are so many people
who don’t get the hobby, which just
reinforces the need for us fanciers to
forget the small stuff and stick
together. 

Of course, I was very inspired by
their set-up, and that day will go
down as one of my most enjoyable
poultry outings!

As a junior exhibitor I
have kept a variety of

breeds but whatever I exhibited
I always enjoyed attending each
and every show.”  - Louise

“
 1 Simpson strain large Black Australorp hens   2 A 2017-bred black 'Aussie' male   3 The neatly kitted out drying room  
 4 The impressive indoor pens   5 One trio of large Australorps set up for 2018   6 Large Australorp hens taking a break before the breeding season  
 7 Another breeding pen of large Australorps  
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